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Abstract6
The exponential growth of renewable electricity generation has transformed significantly the operating en-7
vironment of gas turbines. Nowadays, gas turbines operate under transient conditions to support their8
renewable partners. Gas turbine dynamic performance simulation provides the means for assessing the9
engine behavior and designing engine controllers that will enable them to fulfill their new operating role.10
This paper presents a novel gas turbine performance system for representing the nonlinear behavior of a11
two-shaft gas turbine engine. The developed gas turbine engine model in MATLAB/Simulink environment12
is capable of simulating both steady state and transient operating conditions, and to facilitate the design13
of controllers for stable engine operation. Validation of the developed engine model with a gas turbine14
simulation package confirmed the excellent agreement among all the simulated measurements at transient15
conditions. The simulated behavior of a hybrid gas/wind power plant enabled the development of an16
optimized controller for empowering the gas turbine to support the intermittent wind turbines. The time17
responses of the main parameters of the hybrid gas/wind power plant demonstrated the significant amount18
of transient conditions that a gas turbine experiences for fulfilling the energy gap imposed by the wind19
turbines. Finally, the performance comparison of the hybrid power plant to a twin gas turbine power plant20
highlighted the effective reduction in NOx emissions.21
Keywords: Gas Turbine Performance, MATLAB/Simulink, Engine Control, Transient Performance,22
Hybrid Power Plant23
Highlights24
• An engine model for predicting the steady state and transient performance of a gas turbine is presented.25
• The model is developed in the object-oriented MATLAB/Simulink environment and validated towards26
a gas turbine simulation software package.27
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• The observed model behavior aided the development of a controller for regulating engine fuel flow.28
• The analysis of a hybrid gas/wind power plant enabled the optimization of the gas turbine operation.29
• The hybrid plant demonstrated a significant reduction of NOx emissions compared to a twin gas30
turbine power plant.31
1. Introduction32
The exploitation of renewable energy sources towards a sustainable energy environment has affected33
the operating profile of the fossil-fueled dominating gas turbines. The intermittent nature of renewables34
prompts the gas turbines to operate with increased flexibility, for supporting their renewable plant partners35
and maintaining the stability of the electricity grid [1, 2]. Fast start up, shut down, load following modes, and36
part load operation [3, 4, 5] are dominating the operating regime of today’s gas turbines. Understanding37
the behavior of these engines, under such demanding operating conditions, is crucial for their successful38
operation and maintenance (O&M). For the above purpose, engine manufacturers invest a vast amount39
of their resources and human capital exclusively for modeling, monitoring, and analyzing the performance40
of power plants [6]. An example of this digital transformation can be found in the Predix technology [7]41
developed by GE which provides numerous analytic capabilities for power plants. In the near future, O&M42
of gas turbines is going to be dominated by the application of such technologies as it is evident from the43
recent integration of GE’s Predix to Apple’s iPads and iPhones for enabling users to monitor industrial44
equipment from their personal devices [8].45
Gas turbine engine models have a pivotal role in this digital platform, since their simulations aid the46
development of engine controllers [9, 10] and the optimization of operating schedules. Traditionally, the47
studies of industrial gas turbine operations have focused on their steady state behavior, with little attention48
paid to the transient operation. However, a significant portion of the daily energy demand from industrial gas49
turbines, in today’s diverse and intermittent energy mix, involves transient conditions. Consequently, studies50
that explore the dynamic simulation aspect of gas turbines [11, 12, 13] have recently gained considerable51
attention.52
The reason for this shift lies in the fact that dynamic engine models are capable of assessing the behavior of53
an engine for a wide range of operating conditions including transient operation [14]. In addition, dynamic54
models enable novel diagnostics [15, 16, 17] and prognostics solutions [18, 19] which indeed improve the55
O&M of gas turbines. Therefore, the recently transformed gas turbine operating profile has motivated the56
development of robust, modular, flexible, and accurate engine models that can facilitate the performance57
analysis of gas turbines in real-time conditions. Moreover, the observed engine model behavior at transient58
operating conditions has the potential to aid the design of engine controllers that will enable modern gas59
turbines to fulfill their role in this dynamic and flexible operating environment60
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Numerous approaches of variable fidelity have been developed for simulating the gas turbine behavior [20,61
21, 22, 23, 24]. The most commonly used simulation approach, that enables real-time condition monitoring62
and diagnosis, is the zero dimensional (0-D) modeling approach [25], that provides a fast and accurate63
assessment of the engine behavior at both steady and dynamic conditions. The dynamic performance of the64
engine is characterized by its state change, due to the regulation of fuel and under these conditions the aim65
of the simulation is to identify key performance trends that might lead to phenomena such as compressor66
surge and/or violation of the turbine entry temperature (TET) limits of engine. The performance simulation67
of the engine can provide invaluable insights of its behavior, and especially for cases where experimental68
tests are not feasible to be carried out and might prove catastrophic for the engine, as described by [26].69
The two fundamental approaches for dynamic engine simulation are the iterative constant mass flow70
(CMF) method [27, 28, 29, 30] and the inter-component volume (ICV) method [31]. Both of these methods71
have been extensively used for performance simulation studies of gas turbines [32, 33, 34]. The ICV method72
[35] assumes that during transient operations there are mass flow imbalances. The CMF method [36] is73
an iterative process initiated by guessed engine component parameters such as pressure ratio and then an74
engine model run is carried out. Then the observed errors in the simulated mass flow rates are progressively75
minimized by modifying the initial guessed values of the parameters by the Newton-Raphson iterative76
approach.77
In this paper, a gas turbine engine model of a two-shaft gas turbine is developed in MATLAB/Simulink78
environment. In contrary to other simulation packages for gas turbines, MATLAB/Simulink environment79
facilitates the design of controllers, and injection of degradation signals into the engine model components80
and/or sensors for diagnostic and prognostic studies. Therefore, numerous engine degradation scenarios81
[37, 38, 39] can be simulated and the outcome of this process is a good quality dataset for testing diagnostic82
and prognostic algorithms. The developed engine model combines the above two approaches, since the CMF83
iterative method [40, 41] used for steady state is subsequently integrated with the ICV method for transient84
performance simulation.85
The initialization phase of a dynamic engine model is of crucial importance, as it refers to the steady86
state iterative component matching computation. If this process is not properly integrated into the dynamic87
engine model it leads to an initial oscillating engine response, before it stabilizes to a steady state condition,88
that is also contributing to the subsequent transient maneuvers of the engine. The majority of the previous89
works for the steady state conditions of an engine, rely on the assumption that the fuel flow entering the90
combustion chamber is negligible in comparison to the air mass flow rate. This assumption is transferable to91
the flow and work compatibilities, where the additional fuel flow is commonly ignored, and determined after92
the matching process. Although this is a typical practice for gas turbine performance analysis, it causes93
initialization problems when the same engine model architecture is used for transient studies, where the fuel94
flow rate is the control input.95
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To address this common issue of engine transient modeling, the authors propose the integration of96
steady state component matching process in the initial state of the dynamic engine model [42]. Therefore,97
the inclusion of an additional fuel flow iteration in the CMF method allows the accurate establishment of98
the initial state of the engine model, which subsequently implements the faster ICV method for transient99
conditions. The dynamic engine model implements a family of component performance maps, as look up100
tables, and is represented by a set of first order differential equations, which are added to the steady state101
thermodynamic equations. The transient performance simulations highlighted some key issues that might102
be hazardous for a real engine. This prompted the development of an engine controller for enabling smooth103
and safe engine operation. The engine model is validated towards PROOSIS [43] gas turbine simulation104
software. Time responses of several engine model variables are compared with the PROOSIS simulated105
results.106
Moreover, the engine model behavior is assessed when the gas turbine is working in partnership with107
a wind farm in a hybrid gas/wind power plant. A family of wind turbines has been used from MAT-108
LAB/Simulink environment and coupled with the developed gas turbine model. Under fluctuating energy109
demand and variable wind speed, the gas turbine is stressed to operate under fast transient conditions. This110
simulated study gives additional insights of the engine dynamic behavior that has the potential to serve as111
a useful guide for designing and optimizing of engine controllers suitable for hybrid power plants operation.112
Finally, the performance of the hybrid power plant has been compared to a twin gas turbine power plant113
for assessing the shutdown capability of the gas turbines and their corresponding NOx emissions.114
To summarize, the major contributions of this work are as follows:115
• An engine model representing a two-shaft industrial gas turbine has been developed in MATLAB/Simulink116
environment. The engine model consists of component characteristic maps and their corresponding117
governing thermodynamic equations.118
• At steady state conditions, the engine model satisfies mass flow, work, and speed compatibilities119
through an iterative procedure. Moreover, an additional iterative process is integrated into the engine120
model for determining the fuel flow rate.121
• The transient engine model has been developed based on the ICV method. The initialization of the122
transient engine model parameters, which is of crucial importance for the generic behavior of the engine123
at dynamic operating conditions, has been achieved by its steady state counterpart. Initial values for124
the fuel flow rate, pressures, and shaft rotational speed are given by the steady state model.125
• The observations from the simulated behavior of the engine model, at transient operating conditions,126
enabled the development of a controller which optimizes the fuel flow injected into the engine for127
maintaining a safe and reliable operation.128
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• The engine model has been validated towards a well-established gas turbine simulations package called129
PROOSIS.130
• The developed gas turbine model has been coupled to a wind turbine model in MATLAB/Simulink131
and the dynamic performance of the gas turbine is assessed for meeting the fluctuating energy demand132
while the wind speed varies with respect to time.133
• The hybrid power plant has been also compared to a twin gas turbine power plant in order to evaluate134
the NOx emissions by implementing an emissions prediction model available from the literature [44].135
• To the authors best knowledge, this is the first time in the literature that the iterative steady-state136
approach has been fully integrated into a dynamic engine model developed in MATLAB/Simulink envi-137
ronment, and subsequently tested for designing and optimizing engine controllers for hybrid gas/wind138
power plants.139
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the methodology employed for the steady140
state and transient performance simulation along with the controller design and the validation approach are141
described. The results of the Case Studies are presented and discussed in Sec. 3, followed by the conclusions142
in Sec. 4.143
2. Methodology144
2.1. Gas Turbine Mathematical Model145
For this study, an engine model of a two-shaft industrial gas turbine is developed in MATLAB/Simulink.146
The system consists of a gas generator and a free power turbine. The main components of the gas generator147
are the compressor, combustor, and turbine. The exhaust gases of the gas generator are driving the power148
turbine which is coupled to an electricity generator as seen from Fig. 1.149
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Figure 1: Representation of the two-shaft engine model along with its station numbering.
The thermodynamic performance simulation of each engine component is described in the following150
subsections. The following notation is used throughout the paper. Temperatures and pressures are denoted151
by Ti and Pi, respectively where subscript i = a, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 represents the engine station.152
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2.1.1. Compressor153
It should be noted that it is a common practice for performance analysis studies of industrial gas turbines154
to ignore the inlet losses and assume that the inlet is ideal. This means that Pa = P1, and Ta = T1. The155
compressor performance is often represented by a characteristic map which presents the interrelationships156
between pressure ratio pic = P2/P1, isentropic efficiency ηc, corrected mass flow m˙1
√
T 1/P1, and corrected157
shaft rotational speed N/
√
T 1, as seen from Figs. 2 and 3. Scaled maps from PROOSIS [43] simulation158
software have been used in this model.159
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Figure 2: Compressor performance map for m˙1
√
T 1/P1 vs pic relationship.
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Figure 3: Compressor performance map for m˙1
√
T 1/P1 vs ηc relationship.
Once the outputs of the map are determined, the temperature rise ∆T12 across the compressor is com-160
puted as follows:161
∆T12 =
T1
ηc
[(
P2
P1
) γa−1
γa − 1
]
(1)
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The work required to drive the compressor is given by162
Wc = m˙1 · cpa ·∆T12 (2)
where cpa denotes the specific heat of air.163
2.1.2. Combustor164
The energy balance equation is governing the performance of the combustor as follows:165
m˙1 · cpa · T2 + m˙f · LHV = m˙3 · cpg · T3 (3)
where LHV denotes the low heat value of fossil fuel used, and cpg denotes the specific heat of combustion166
products. The heat input HI to the system is given by the following equation:167
HI = m˙f · LHV (4)
which is subsequently used for determining thermal efficiency ηth.168
Combustor flame-out or flame instabilities could be addressed by high fidelity Direct Numerical Simula-169
tions (DNS), Large Eddy Simulations (LES) and Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes Simulations (RANS), once170
the combustor specifications are known [45]. The integration of such numerical simulations into real-time171
0-D gas turbine models is not only computationally expensive but also beyond the focus of this study, which172
is the development of a reliable, accurate and computational efficient dynamic model that can be potentially173
used for condition monitoring purposes. However, a simple approach could be adopted for establishing the174
engine’s limitations for fast transient maneuvers. Description of the above process is discussed in Case Study175
2 in the Results Section.176
In terms of emissions, the nitrogen oxides prediction model for gas turbines developed by Rokke et al.177
[46] and verified by Pires et al. [44], for engines ranging in power from 1.5 MW to 34 MW, is implemented178
in this model. The equation used for determining the NOx emissions is given by:179
NOx = 18.1 · (P2/P1)1.42 · m˙0.31 · f0.72 (5)
where P2/P1 denotes compressor pressure ratio, m˙1 denotes air mass flow rate, and f denotes fuel to air180
ratio (i.e. m˙f/m˙1). The NOx emissions are measured in ppmv (parts per million by volume) at 15% O2.181
2.1.3. Turbine182
Similar to the compressor, turbine performance is represented by a set of characteristic maps that present183
the interrelationships between turbine pressure ratio pit, corrected mass flow m˙3
√
T 3/P3, efficiency ηt, and184
corrected rotational speed N/
√
T 3, as seen from Figs. 4 and 5.185
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Figure 4: Turbine performance map for pit vs m˙3
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Figure 5: Turbine performance map for pit vs ηt relationship.
It follows that the temperature drop ∆T34 across the turbine is computed by:186
∆T34 = ηt · T3
[
1−
(
1
pit
) γg−1
γg
]
(6)
where γg is the heat capacity ratio of combustion products and for preliminary performance calculations it187
may be assumed constant, i.e. γg = 1.33. The work extracted by the turbine is given by:188
Wt = ηm · m˙3 · cpg ·∆T34 (7)
where cpg denotes the specific heat of combustion gases and ηm denotes the mechanical efficiency.189
2.1.4. Power Turbine190
Similar to the turbine, free power turbine performance is represented by characteristic maps that present191
the interrelationship between power turbine pressure ratio pipt, corrected mass flow m˙4
√
T 4/P4, efficiency192
ηpt, and corrected rotational speed Npt/
√
T 4, as seen from Figs. 6 and 7.193
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Figure 7: Power turbine performance map for pipt vs ηpt relationship.
The temperature drop ∆T45 across the power turbine is given by:194
∆T45 = ηpt · T4
[
1−
(
1
pipt
) γg−1
γg
]
(8)
For this study, the power turbine is coupled to a generator for producing electricity, so its speed will be195
assumed constant. The work extracted by the power turbine is the useful work UW of the gas turbine and196
is given by197
UW = m˙4 · cpg ·∆T45 (9)
The thermal efficiency of the gas turbine system is given by:198
ηth = 100 · UW
HI
(10)
and expressed as a percentage. It is important at this point to describe the gas turbine engine simulation199
process.200
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2.2. Steady State Simulation201
2.2.1. Assumptions202
To make the steady state performance model generic and easy to implement, the following assumptions203
have been made:204
1. Inlet and exhaust pressure losses are ignored (i.e. Pa = P1, Ta = T1, and P5 = Pa).205
2. The fuel flow rate m˙f is not considered negligible, in comparison to the air mass flow rate m˙1, so it206
has been included in the flow and work compatibility equations.207
3. As shown in Fig. 4, the variation of N/
√
T 3 is negligible in the turbine map of pit vs m˙3
√
T 3/P3208
relationship, so this map has been simplified to one which presents a single curve of N/
√
T 3.209
4. The geometry of the compressor is fixed.210
5. There is no turbine cooling consideration.211
The above assumptions rely on the fact that the focus of this study is to examine the behavior of a gas212
turbine system that may be used as a benchmark model for designing controllers, simulating degradation213
scenarios and testing diagnostic and prognostic solutions. Since the model-based control, diagnostic and214
prognostic studies are based on the measurement ∆s (i.e. the measurement differences) this means that215
a robust and dynamic engine model will suffice for the above purposes. However, if one wants to take216
into consideration additional parameters such as compressor variable geometry, variable stator vanes (VSV)217
scheduling, and turbine cooling to name a few, then the developed model is modular enough to accommodate218
these additions.219
2.2.2. Simulation Process220
The analysis carried out here is focusing on establishing the engine performance at steady state conditions221
for a wide range of shaft rotational speeds. Parameters that have to be guessed for this iterative procedure222
are compressor pressure ratio pic, turbine pressure ratio pit, and fuel flow rate m˙f .223
The following equations are used to determine the key performance parameters of the gas generator. The224
flow compatibility between compressor and turbine is given by:225
m˙3
√
T 3
P3
=
m˙1
√
T 1
P1
· P1
P2
· P2
P3
·
√(
T3
T1
)
F
· m˙3
m˙1
(11)
and allows the determination of (T3/T1)F which denotes the temperature ratio obtained by flow compati-226
bility. The work compatibility between compressor and turbine is expressed as follows:227
∆T34
T3
=
∆T12
T1
·
(
T1
T3
)
W
· cpa
cpg
· m˙1
m˙3
(12)
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and used for the computation of another value of (T3/T1)W denoting the temperature ratio obtained from228
work compatibility. It should be noted that the fuel flow has been included in both Eqs. (11) and (12)229
where m˙3 = m˙1 + m˙f .230
The speed compatibility is implemented for determining the corrected shaft rotational speed of the gas231
generator turbine N/
√
T 3 as follows:232
N√
T 3
=
N√
T 1
·
√(
T1
T3
)
F
(13)
Finally, the flow compatibility between the two turbines is given by:233
(
m˙4
√
T 4
P4
)
F
=
m˙3
√
T 3
P3
· P3
P4
·
√
T4
T3
(14)
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Figure 8: Flow chart of the engine model simulation process at steady state conditions.
The simulation process and the computational interaction among the engine components are schemat-234
ically represented in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. The engine model has been developed in the Simulink235
environment. Simulink is a popular simulation platform that allows the application of numerical analy-236
sis methods and has also the potential of implementing the behavior of a system for designing controllers237
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Figure 9: Schematic representation of the modular computational interactions of the steady state engine model. Note that
GG:Gas Generator; PT:Power Turbine; Comp/ty:Compatibility.
[47, 48]. The model consists of a set of subsystems for simulating the components of the gas turbine and238
their thermodynamic interrelationships. The steady state simulation is not only useful for examining the239
off-design behavior of the gas turbine but more importantly for facilitating the initialization of the dynamic240
model, a process that affects significantly the accuracy of the transient operational envelope.241
For the steady state model, pic, m˙f , and pit have to be initially guessed for the iterative computation242
procedure. The initially guessed parameters corresponding to the design point performance of the engine243
are summarized in Table 1.244
Table 1: The values of the initial guessed parameters for the steady state engine model.
Symbol Parameter Value Units
m˙f fuel flow rate 1.68 kg/s
pic compressor pressure ratio 14.57 -
pit turbine pressure ratio 3.62 -
Three algebraic constraints are implemented in Simulink for guessing m˙f , pit, and pic in order to satisfy245
the above. The built-in algebraic constraint block of Simulink, as shown in Fig. 10, has the capability to246
constrain the input signal f(x) to 0 and outputs an algebraic state x. In order for the algebraic constraint247
to work, the output x must affect the input f(x) through a direct feedback path.248
Solve f(x) = 0
f(x) x
Feedback computation
Figure 10: Schematic representation of the algebraic constraint used in Simulink.
For instance, at the final step of the simulation procedure the two values of corrected mass flow rates249
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of the power turbine available from the map (m˙4
√
T4/P4)map and the flow compatibility (m˙4
√
T4/P4)F250
are compared. Their difference ∆(m˙4
√
T4/P4) is the input signal f(x) to the algebraic constraint. If the251
two values are not the same (i.e.f(x) 6= 0), then a new value of compressor pressure ratio pic has to be252
selected. The selected pic is essentially the output of this algebraic constraint x. This algebraic constraint253
works because it satisfies the condition in which the selection of pic affects the feedback computation of their254
difference, which acts as the input to this block, i.e. f(pic) = ∆(m˙4
√
T4/P4).255
2.3. Transient Simulation256
For the transient performance analysis, a dynamic engine model has been developed in Simulink based257
on the ICV method. The ICV method assumes the existence of mass flow imbalances during the dynamic258
operation. For implementing this method, two plenum volumes are integrated in the engine model, as seen259
from Fig. 11. The characteristic maps used in this dynamic model are the same with its steady state260
counterpart.261
Inlet
Ta
Pa Compressor
P1
T1 Combustor
Vol 1
m˙1
P2
T2
Turbine
m˙3
P3
T3
Duct
Vol 2
m˙3
P4
T4
Power Turbine
m˙4
P45
T4
UW
Shaft
Wc Wt
N
m˙f
Figure 11: Schematic representation of the modular computational interaction of the transient engine model.
As far as the plenum volumes are concerned, one is placed between the compressor and the turbine, and262
the other between the turbine and the power turbine. The volumes are in a sense replacing the algebraic263
constraints, which were used earlier in the steady state model for guessing P2 and pit and satisfying both mass264
flow and work compatibility. These volumes are introduced for taking into account all the flow imbalances,265
given that in transient operating conditions only the flow compatibility is satisfied. The mass flow entering266
each individual component is assumed to be the same leaving it. The mass flow imbalances initiated by the267
fuel addition in the combustor are utilized for evaluating the rate by which pressure increases. A description268
of the engine dynamics follows in the next paragraphs.269
2.3.1. Dynamics270
Combustor: Volume 1. A simplified version of the law of continuity of mass is commonly used to describe271
the pressure rise within the combustor:272
dP2
dt
=
RT2
V1
(m˙1 + m˙f − m˙3) (15)
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where R, V1, and P2 denote gas constant, combustor volume, and compressor delivery pressure, respectively.273
The combustor outlet pressure can be calculated as a simple proportionality from:274
P2 − P3
P2
= PLF (16)
where PLF is the combustor pressure loss factor and for this study a 5% drop in pressure is assumed.275
Duct: Volume 2. For the duct volume between the turbine and the power turbine, the pressure of the gas276
generator turbine is given by:277
dP4
dt
=
RT4
V2
(m˙3 − m˙4) (17)
where V2 and P4 denote duct volume and turbine delivery pressure, respectively. The turbine outlet pressure278
can be calculated as a simple proportionality from:279
P4 − P45
P45
= PLF (18)
where PLF is the turbine pressure loss factor and for this study we assumed that there are no losses between280
the turbine and the power turbine, i.e. P4 = P45. In contrary to the combustor, in this volume there is no281
heat addition so that it can be assumed that temperature T4 remains the same at the entry and the exit of282
this duct.283
Shaft. Due to the fact that only flow compatibility is satisfied during transient conditions, the difference284
between the work consumed by the compressor Wc, and work extracted by the turbine Wt, is utilized to285
compute the acceleration/deceleration of the engine as follows:286
dN
dt
=
(
30
pi
)2
· Wt −Wc
JN
(19)
where J is the shaft polar moment of inertia measured in kg m2.287
System States. Let us assume that the set of variables which govern the dynamics of the system is denoted288
by x and the vector input that changes the system’s state is denoted by u. For the dynamic engine model,289
the compressor and turbine exit pressures P2 and P4, can be considered as the states of the systems which290
are critical. If all the isentropic efficiencies and temperatures of the gas turbine components are determined,291
then the engine gas path pressures can be computed from thermodynamic equations. The shaft rotational292
speed N of the gas turbine is another critical state of the system. The fuel flow rate m˙f is implemented for293
controlling the system’s state. Thus, the state and control variables are defined as follows:294
x = [P2, P4, N ]
T (20)
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u = m˙f (21)
The gas path pressures along with the shaft rotational speed of the steady state conditions serve as initial295
conditions of the dynamic engine model. To summarize, the gas turbine dynamics may be expressed as:296
dx
dt
= f(x, u) (22)
2.3.2. Simulation Process297
Integration
from t − 1 to t to
get P2t , P4t , Nt
m˙1t−1 , m˙3t−1 , T2t−1
From previous timestep
m˙ft
From control
m˙1t , m˙3t , T2t
Updated
Combustor
Calculate P3t , T3t
from eqs. (18) and (5).
Turbine
m˙3t and ηtt from
turbine map, T4t
from eq. (7).
Inlet
Calculate P1t , T1t
from eqs. (1) and (2).
Compressor
m˙1t and ηct from
compressor map,
T2t from eq. (3).
Power
Turbine
m˙4t and ηptt from
power turbine map,
T5t and UWt from
eqs. (9) and (10).
Volumes
Calculate (dP2/dt)t
and (dP4/dt)t from
eqs. (16) and (18).
Shaft
Calculate (dN/dt)t
from eq. (20).
Figure 12: Flow chart of the engine model simulation process at transient conditions.
The flow chart of the simulation process is schematically represented in Fig. 12. As previously described,298
the ICV method has been employed for the transient performance analysis. A transient model has been also299
developed in Simulink environment. It shares the same architecture and component performance maps as300
the steady state model. The initial state values for the transient engine model are summarized in Table 2.301
It should be stressed that during steady state operation all the derivatives dP2/dt, dP4/dt and dN/dt302
are equal to zero (i.e. dP2/dt = dP4/dt = dN/dt = 0). As long as the fuel flow supplied to the engine is not303
lying within the steady state operating line the work consumed by the compressor will not be matched by304
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Table 2: The initial state for the transient engine model.
Symbol Parameter Value Units
P20 compressor discharge pressure 1472 kPa
P40 turbine exit pressure 406 kPa
N0 gas generator shaft rotational speed 9000 rpm
the work extracted by the turbine. The engine will react to this unbalanced work by increasing/decreasing305
its shaft rotational speed, according to the fuel flow command.306
2.4. Controller Design307
Depending on the fuel flow command, the engine might be forced to operate in unfavorable conditions.308
Especially when there are sudden changes in the demanded shaft rotational speed, this could lead to violation309
of the engine firing temperature limits and even to compressor surge. This motivates the development of310
a suitable controller for ensuring that the fuel flow command will guarantee a safe and reliable engine311
operation.312
Numerous control methods and controllers are available for gas turbine engines but for this study we313
implement a simple proportional plus integral (PI) controller to demonstrate its effectiveness. The PI314
controller is one of the most common controllers used in gas turbines and its objective is to regulate the fuel315
flow m˙f according to the actuating signal ε arising from the comparison of the desired Nd and the measured316
Nm shaft rotational speed of the engine. One of the prerequisites for the design of a controller is to represent317
the behavior of the fuel flow actuator system and the speed measurement sensor. For the above purpose,318
the fuel flow actuator system and the speed sensor are both represented by first order transfer functions319
that are typical for these systems [25, 35].320
The first transfer function acts on the input signal of fuel flow rate and the second one acts on the shaft321
rotational speed. The initial conditions of the transfer functions correspond to the mass flow rate and the322
shaft rotational speed at design point conditions. The controller receives the Nm signal and calculates the323
required fuel flow rate m˙fd by using the PI control schedule, and look-up tables for surge and flame out324
limits which are discussed in Case Study 2 of the Results Section. The demand of m˙fd is then turned into325
the actual fuel flow m˙f injected into the engine combustor to maintain the engine operation. A simple326
schematic diagram of this arrangement can be seen from Fig. 13.327
The control function of this PI controller can be expressed as follows:328
m˙fd(t) = Kpε(t) +Ki
∫ t
0
ε(t)dt (23)
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Figure 13: Block diagram of a speed controller for fuel flow regulation.
where ε(t) = Nd(t)−Nm(t), and Kp, Ki denote the coefficients of the proportional and the integral terms,329
respectively. The transfer functions for the fuel system actuator and the speed sensor are given by:330
G1(s) =
m˙f (s)
m˙fd(s)
=
1
0.05s+ 1
(24)
G2(s) =
Nm(s)
N(s)
=
1
0.05s+ 1
(25)
These simple first order lag equations are adequate for satisfying the objective of this analysis which331
is to demonstrate the effectiveness of a controller on the engine transient behavior. However, if a more332
detailed approach of engine controller design is sought then the reader is prompted to [35]. Based on the333
observations of the engine model behavior at transient conditions, we have developed a PI controller and334
tuned accordingly its coefficients Kp and Ki in order to obtain smooth operation of the engine model. The335
implementation of such a controller ensures smooth acceleration and deceleration of the engine.336
2.5. Validation337
PROOSIS [43] gas turbine simulation software has been used for validation. PROOSIS is based on the338
EL (Ecosim pro Language) and has been tested for numerous power and propulsion applications [49].339
Figure 14: Engine model layout in the PROOSIS environment.
A similar gas turbine engine system has been modeled in PROOSIS environment for validating the devel-340
oped Simulink engine model. A schematic layout of the assembled engine model in PROOSIS environment341
is shown in Fig. 14.342
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2.6. Wind Turbine Model343
For assessing the dynamic performance behavior of the gas turbine model in a hybrid gas/wind power344
plant, a set of wind turbines have been simulated in MATLAB/Simulink.345
For this study, a generic wind turbine model available from MATLAB/Simulink environment [50], which346
is based on [51], has been used to demonstrate the effect of variable wind speed in the power extracted from347
a set of wind turbines. Consequently, the gas turbine has to operate under transient conditions to satisfy348
the fluctuating power demanded from this hybrid power plant.349
The main parameters that govern the performance of a wind turbine are pitch angle β, wind speed Vwind350
and wind turbine generator speed Nwt. The interrelationships of the above parameters are schematically351
represented in a wind turbine performance map, as seen in Fig. 15. The power output of a wind turbine352
UWwt is expressed as follows [51]:353
UWwt =
1
2
· ρ ·A · Cp · V 3wind (26)
where ρ denotes the air density, A denotes the turbine swept area, and Cp denotes the power coefficient.354
The power coefficient Cp is a function of blade tip ratio λ and the blade pitch angle β. For this study a355
generic equation is used as follows [51]:356
Cp(λ, β) = C1(C2/λi − C3β − C4)e
−C5
λi + C6λ (27)
where C1 = 0.5176, C2 = 116, C3 = 0.4, C4 = 5, C5 = 21, and C6 = 0.0068. The blade tip ratio relationship357
with pitch angle is given by:358
1
λi
=
1
λ+ 0.08β
− 0.035
β3 + 1
(28)
The wind turbine model has three inputs namely β, Vwind, Nwt, and one output UWwt.359
The hybrid gas/wind power plant consists of a gas turbine and a wind farm with variable power output.360
The total power output UWtotal from the hybrid power plant is given by:361
UWtotal = UWgt + UWwt (29)
The objective of the gas turbine is to fill the gap between the demanded power DW and the power output362
of the wind turbine UWwt. The difference ∆W between total power output UWtotal and demanded power363
DW is as follows:364
∆W = DW − UWtotal (30)
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Figure 15: Wind turbine performance map representing the power output as a function of generator speed, for different wind
speeds and for a blade pitch angle β= 0 degrees.
Now if ∆W 6= 0 then demand is not satisfied, and another operating point should be chosen for the gas365
turbine, in order to ensure that the power output of the hybrid power plant meets the power demand, i.e.366
∆W = 0. To simulate this effect, we implement an algebraic constraint which aims to minimize ∆W by367
changing the demanded shaft rotational speed from the gas turbine Nd. The speed demand Nd signal is368
then transmitted to the controller which regulates the fuel flow m˙fd of the gas turbine for minimizing ∆W .369
Controller+
-
Wind Farm
UWwt
Power Demand
DW
Optimizer
Nd+
- -
EngineActuator Sensor
Nd
Nm
N Nmm˙fd m˙fε
UWgt
f(Nd)
Figure 16: Block diagram of the hybrid gas/wind controller and optimization module.
This algebraic constraint optimizes the selection of Nd, which in turn affects the feedback computation370
of ∆W which acts as the input to this block, i.e. f(Nd) = ∆W . It should be pointed out that the wind371
turbine implemented here is a simple model tailored for this study, which focuses more on the performance372
assessment of the gas turbine in a hybrid gas/wind power plant. However, if one pursues a high fidelity373
analysis of a wind turbine for its integration into a hybrid wind/gas turbine plant then the reader is prompted374
to studies [52, 53, 54, 55], which explore in a more detailed fashion the dynamic behavior and control of375
wind turbines.376
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3. Results and Discussion377
3.1. Case Study 1: Steady State378
The objective of this Case Study is to examine the behavior of the engine at design point and off-design379
steady state conditions. So starting from its design point performance, which is summarized in Table 3,380
the engine is modeled for various shaft rotational speeds for a 10 seconds simulation run time. The engine381
model is a generic two-shaft gas turbine as it does not refer to a specific engine. Its power capacity places382
it between Siemens SGT-600 and GE LM2500+. In case that a particular engine is sought to be modeled,383
linearly scaled versions of available compressor and turbine maps will suffice for design point simulations.384
On the other hand, for off-design performance studies, non-linear tuning of the maps could be performed385
[56] for matching the model to the targeted gas turbine engine.386
The time step of the simulation is set to 1 second. The steady state modeling is a discrete simulation387
so a different shaft rotational speed corresponds to each time step. The nominal value of N at time instant388
t=0 seconds is 9,000 rpm and is reduced 300 rpm/s, such that at the time instant t=10 seconds, the shaft389
rotational speed is 6,000 rpm. This results in 11 operating points covering a wide range of gas generator390
shaft speeds.391
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Figure 17: The compressor map operating line at steady state conditions.
The collection of the steady state operating points is fundamental in determining the operating line of392
the engine and present it in the compressor map chart. It is clear from Fig. 17, that the engine operating393
points are not exceeding the surge line of the compressor. However, at the lower than nominal speed regions,394
the operating line approaches the surge line. If the initially assumed zero inlet pressure losses are accounted395
for, then surge might be a possibility. Generally, the surge margin should be approximately 20% [41] for396
establishing a reasonable threshold, beyond which the engine would not be allowed, by the control system,397
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Table 3: The design-point performance specifications of the engine model.
Symbol Parameter Value Units
Pa ambient pressure 101 kPa
P1 compressor inlet pressure 101 kPa
P2 compressor discharge pressure 1,472 kPa
P4 turbine discharge pressure 406 kPa
P5 power turbine discharge pressure 101 kPa
Ta ambient temperature 288 K
T1 compressor inlet temperature 288 K
T2 compressor discharge temperature 670 K
T3 turbine entry temperature 1,372 K
T4 turbine exit temperature 1,044 K
T5 power turbine exit temperature 779 K
ηi inlet efficiency 1 -
ηc compressor efficiency 0.86 -
ηm mechanical efficiency 1 -
ηt turbine efficiency 0.87 -
ηpt power turbine efficiency 0.86 -
m˙1 inlet mass flow rate 87.70 kg/s
m˙f fuel flow rate 1.68 kg/s
m˙4 exhaust flow rate 89.38 kg/s
UW power output 27.1 MW
N gas generator shaft rotational speed 9,000 rpm
Npt power turbine shaft rotational speed 6,000 rpm
LHV low heating value of fuel 42,000 kJ/kg
to operate. The compressor surge limit has been taken into account and integrated into the controller398
subsystem. A detailed description of the above is provided in Case Study 2 of the Results Section.399
The variation of the monitored engine parameters with respect to the shaft rotational speed can be seen400
from Fig. 18. It is evident that the selected measurements follow the same trend as rotational shaft speed401
changes. It is worth noting that the steady state engine model is crucial for the initialization of the dynamic402
engine model which is described in the next section.403
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Figure 18: Simulated measurements of the engine model at steady state conditions.
3.2. Case Study 2: Transient Step Response404
The objective of Case Study 2 is to analyze the engine model performance for step fuel flow commands.405
Before finalizing the transient engine model, a sensitivity analysis has been carried out to evaluate the impact406
that both volumes V1, V2 inserted between the components, and the shaft inertia J , have in the model. As407
it can be seen from Fig. 19, for a step fuel flow command the transient engine model is more sensitive to408
variation of shaft inertia than that of the inter-component volume size.409
The shaft inertia is related to the size of the gas turbine and varies from engine to engine. A heavy duty410
gas turbine has a higher shaft inertia than a micro gas turbine. This means that a heavy duty engine will411
have a slower response to transient maneuvers in comparison to a micro gas turbine. The above is observed412
from the examined sensitivity analysis, where the response time of the transient model decreases as the413
shaft inertia increases. To overcome this limitation, heavy duty gas turbines might incorporate variable414
geometry compressors that allow them to operate more flexible and meet fluctuating demand. For this gas415
turbine model the values selected for the inter-component volumes and the shaft inertia are summarized in416
Table 4. These values represent a fast and highly dynamic engine model, which presents greater challenges417
in terms of controller design than a slower engine model which is characterized by a higher shaft inertia418
value. In addition, the above assumption aids the simulation of plethora of scenarios in a shorter time419
frame. Nevertheless, if the information of a gas turbine’s shaft inertia is known then the model can be easily420
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Figure 19: Sensitivity analysis of transient engine model to inter-component volumes and shaft inertia.
updated with these specifications.421
Table 4: Selected values for inter-component volumes and shaft inertia.
Parameter Value Units
V1 0.05 kg/m
3
V2 0.05 kg/m
3
J 5.0 kg m2
The engine model arrangement for this Case Study represents an open-loop control system since there422
is no controller implementation. For this Case Study the fuel flow, shown in Fig. 21, commences at time423
instant t=0 seconds from its steady state condition until it reaches time instant t=3 seconds.424
At t=3 seconds, a step input is utilized to instantly decrease fuel flow to 70% of its design point value.425
The fuel flow command will be maintained at this level for another 4 seconds until t=7 seconds, where it426
will step back to its original steady state condition for the remaining simulation.427
For the step fuel flow command the acceleration/deceleration trajectories on the compressor map are428
seen in Fig. 20. The step command accesses a large area in the compressor map and such fast commands429
might force the engine to operate closer to surge and stall.430
The assessment of the engine performance during fast step responses provides useful insights about the431
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Figure 20: Representation of the compressor map trajectories during the transient step response of the dynamic engine model.
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Figure 21: The simulated parameters of the dynamic engine model with respect to time for a step fuel flow command.
operating and surge limits of the engine that could subsequently facilitate the development of a controller.432
A close examination of the measured parameters, seen in Fig. 21, demonstrates that the response of the433
engine to this step command results in sudden temperature changes to the hot end of the engine. These are434
reflected by the temperatures at turbine entry T3, turbine exit T4, and power turbine exit T5. In practice,435
unregulated fuel flow commands such as these might prove catastrophic for the engine since they might436
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violate its firing temperature limits and lead to compressor surge. These types of observations and insights437
promote the importance of transient performance analysis of an engine.438
Towards this end, a simple approach has been carried out in order to assess the engine’s limitations to fast439
transient maneuvers. During fast acceleration and deceleration, the engine may experience compressor surge440
and combustor flame-out, respectively. To simulate these phenomena, the fuel flow command is decreased441
in a step manner and approaches minimum fuel flow rate before stepping up again and stabilizing in steady442
state conditions. By examining the trajectories of this maneuver, from the compressor map, seen in Fig.443
22a, it becomes clear that during deceleration the operating line is displaced to the lower boundaries of the444
compressor map while in the acceleration phase the operating points lie in close proximity to the surge line.445
For fuel control purposes, it is a common practice to express the corrected fuel flow rate m˙f/
[
(P1/P1ref )(
√
T1/T1ref )]446
with respect to the corrected rotational speed N/(
√
T1/T1ref ). This results in a fuel flow envelope, which447
represents the variation of engine steady running line, flame-out limit and surge limit, as seen from Fig. 22b.448
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(a) Compressor map trajectories for steady state, accel-
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Figure 22: Representation of surge and flame-out limiting functions during steady state, acceleration and deceleration of the
engine model.
From Fig. 22b, it can be seen that in order to change engine power settings the fuel flow must be449
controlled in such a manner so to avoid crossing the surge and flame-out boundaries.450
It can be concluded that fast and accurate preliminary model-based evaluation of the transient engine451
behavior has the prospect of saving costs by avoiding tests that might lead to engine failure and more452
importantly to facilitate the design of controllers for establishing the safe operating limits of a complex and453
highly nonlinear system.454
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3.3. Case Study 3: Transient Step Response with PI Controller455
The objective of this Case Study is to assess the effect of a simple PI controller under transient conditions.456
Specifically, a PI controller is used to regulate the fuel flow and ensure a smooth acceleration and deceleration457
of the engine. The schematic diagram of this control arrangement is shown in Fig. 23.458
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Figure 23: Schematic layout of the MATLAB/Simulink model with the controller.
The PI controller modifies the fuel flow based on the difference between measured Nm and demanded459
Nd shaft speed of the engine. The coefficients Kp and Ki of the controller have been tuned from the built-in460
tuning function of Simulink. In this environment, the user has the capability to observe the initial response461
of the engine block. Moreover, the visual representation of the system’s tuned response enables the user to462
properly identify the desired transient response characteristics of the engine. This process results in a set of463
tuned coefficients that subsequently update the PI controller used in Simulink model.464
The operating limits of the engine model, established in Case Study 2, are also integrated into the465
controller subsystem, as seen in Fig. 24.466
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Figure 24: Detailed block diagram of the controller subsystem with the surge and flame-out limiting functions implemented as
look-up tables.
The controller has to regulate the fuel flow into the engine by ensuring that this command lies within467
the surge and flame-out limits. So depending on the demanded shaft speed Nd and the ambient conditions468
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T1, P1, two look up tables are utilized to determine the maximum m˙fmax and minimum m˙flow fuel flow rate469
limits that correspond to surge and flame-out, respectively. If the fuel flow rate m˙fPI computed by the PI470
controller crosses the above two limits, then a switch is used that ensures that the final fuel flow demand471
m˙fd will always lie within these limits. In any case where the controller has other limiting functions these472
can be easily integrated in the same control layout.473
For this Case Study, the coefficients of the PI controller and the transient response characteristics are474
summarized in Table 5.475
Table 5: The parameters of the PI controller.
Parameter Value Units
Kp 8.562E-05 -
Ki 0.794E-03 -
Rise time 0.896 seconds
Settling time 1.676 seconds
Overshoot 0 %
Peak 1 -
Repeating the simulation of the engine model in Simulink results in a controlled engine behavior. A476
comparison between the behavior of the engine model of Case Study 2 Case Study 3 which implements the477
PI controller is seen in Fig. 25.478
It becomes clear from Fig. 25, that T3 is no longer exhibiting an oscillating behavior during this sudden479
increase in the demanded engine speed, since the fuel flow has been modified through the PI controller. At480
this point it is important to demonstrate the effectiveness of the PI controller by comparing the fuel flow481
rate m˙f with respect to the shaft rotational speed N for the controlled and uncontrolled engine model as482
seen from Fig. 26.483
It is evident from Fig. 26, that for Case Study 2 where the fuel flow command was not regulated by484
a controller, a large operational regime is occurred that would have violated the firing temperature limits485
and may have led to compressor surge. The implemented controller has resolved the previous issues of Case486
Study 2 by regulating a fuel flow rate that results in a smoother engine operating profile.487
3.4. Case Study 4: Validation with PROOSIS for Fuel Schedule 1488
Two different fuel flow schedules are implemented to establish a variety of dynamic operating conditions489
for which Simulink engine model can be validated. The comparison is facilitated by the fact that the fuel490
flow schedules for PROOSIS and Simulink models are identical. A 5 seconds simulation run time with a491
time step of 1 milliseconds is selected for Case Studies 4 and 5.492
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Figure 25: Variation of the simulated measurements with respect to time from MATLAB/Simulink model of Case Study 3.
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Figure 26: The variation of the fuel flow rate m˙f with respect to the shaft rotational speed N for Case Studies 1,2 and 3.
Since the objectives of both Case Studies 4 and 5 is to validate the developed engine model’s accuracy, a493
group of performance parameters are selected. Engine parameters such as power output UW , power turbine494
exit temperature T5, compressor discharge temperature T2, pressure P2, shaft rotational speed N , and their495
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variations with respect to time are examined. The simulation results and the prediction error for Case Study496
4 are shown in Figs. 27 and 28, respectively.497
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Figure 27: Variation of the simulated measurements with respect to time from Simulink and PROOSIS models of Case Study
4.
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Figure 28: Prediction error of Simulink model measurements with respect to the PROOSIS model for Case Study 4.
The selected parameters are presented in normalized (to design conditions) form to facilitate the compar-498
29
ison. The first observation from this Case Study is that the Simulink model is having a good agreement with499
PROOSIS as reflected by the comparison of their performance parameters. The parameters that are most500
accurately matched with PROOSIS are compressor discharge temperature T2 along with power output UW501
and shaft rotational speed N . The compressor discharge pressure P2 and the power turbine exit temperature502
T5 present a maximum error of approximately 1.5% in certain regions.503
3.5. Case Study 5: Validation with PROOSIS for Fuel Schedule 2504
In this Case Study, we simulate a different fuel command than the one of Case Study 4, as seen from505
Fig. 29. The primary aim of this study is to verify the repeatability of the earlier validation. The fuel506
flow command has an initial setting corresponding to steady state conditions, and at t=2 seconds there is507
a small drop to 87% of its nominal value which is then followed by a fuel flow increase for 1 second before508
it stabilizes again for the remaining simulation at 94%. The simulation results and the prediction error for509
Case Study 5 are shown in Figs. 29 and 30, respectively.510
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Figure 29: Variation of the simulated measurements with respect to time from Simulink and PROOSIS models of Case Study
5.
It is noted from Fig. 29, that it takes almost 200 iterations for the model in PROOSIS to overcome511
the initial transient effects, which occur due to mass flow accumulation inside the volumes, before reaching512
a steady state condition. On the other hand, Simulink model does not exhibit such an effect since its513
initialization process was facilitated by the steady state model developed. It follows that the Simulink model514
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Figure 30: Prediction error of Simulink model measurements with respect to the PROOSIS model for Case Study 5.
is of similar accuracy to PROOSIS. All the simulated parameters of Simulink model in Case Study 5 follow515
the same trends with PROOSIS model, and the maximum prediction error in P2 and T5 is approximately516
1.7%.517
This error discrepancy observed in both P2 and T5 is probably due to the different method that each518
program uses in the initialization procedure. It seems that it takes significantly more time for PROOSIS to519
stabilize in the design point conditions compared to Simulink. This means that the initial guesses used in520
the component matching process might be slightly off from the design point conditions. Consequently, the521
chosen operating points in the performance maps lead to the under-prediction of P2 and over-prediction of522
T5, which both compensate to satisfy the selected design point.523
The Simulink model converges instantly and without any hysteresis in a new power setting. Since the524
developed engine model follows the same trend as that of PROOSIS data at a high level of accuracy it525
substantiates the method’s validity.526
The mean prediction error for both Case Studies 4 and 5 is seen in Fig. 31. The Simulink engine model527
has a mean error in T5 which is equivalent to 6 K for a nominal value of 779 K. This emphasizes the model’s528
accuracy which can form the basis for controller design and model-based fault diagnostics and prognostics.529
As far as the the mean error in the power output, this is approximately 0.4% which is equivalent to 108 KW530
for a nominal power output of 27.1 MW.531
Finally, for the shaft rotational speed the mean error is 0.2% which is equivalent to 18 rpm for a nominal532
N of 9,000 rpm. Another important aspect worth of consideration is the computation time. For a 5 seconds533
run, the Simulink model converges in 0.24 seconds, when the simulation is performed in a PC with an Intel534
Core i5 of 2.4 GHz and 4GB of RAM.535
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Figure 31: Mean prediction error of Simulink model measurements with respect to the PROOSIS model for Case Studies 4 and
5.
Table 6: Computational time for Simulink and PROOSIS models.
Parameter Simulink PROOSIS Unit
Simulation time 5.0 5.0 seconds
Time step 1 1 milliseconds
Run time 0.24 52.05 seconds
Run time/Time step 0.048 10.41 milliseconds
The run time for the PROOSIS simulation is 52.05 seconds using the same machine. The main reason for536
this increased computational time lies in the iterative procedure employed at the beginning of the simulation537
for the component matching. This difference is further amplified by comparing the run time per time step,538
as shown in Table 6, where Simulink model is significantly faster than PROOSIS.539
The validation process carried out here can be further improved by implementing inverse modeling540
adaptation methods [15, 57, 56] in order to minimize any deviations between Simulink and PROOSIS.541
The developed engine model has the capability of representing accurately the dynamic gas turbine542
behavior. The program is flexible and modular enough to facilitate the integration of controllers, model543
adaptation methods, variable compressor scheduling along with diagnosis and prognosis tools. Therefore,544
the user is capable of having a detailed assessment of the engine’s dynamic response.545
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3.6. Case Study 6: Hybrid Gas/Wind Power Plant546
In this Case Study we examine the dynamic behavior of the gas turbine when integrated into a hybrid547
plant consisting of wind turbines. A built-in MATLAB/Simulink model of a wind turbine has been used for548
this purpose. The nominal performance specifications of the wind turbine are summarized in Table 7 and549
these refer to a generic model available in [51].550
Table 7: The design-point performance specifications of the wind turbine.
Symbol Parameter Value Units
Vwind wind speed 12 m/s
Nwt generator speed 1800 rpm
UWwt power output 1500 kW
Let us now describe how the data are produced for this Case Study. The Simulink iteration step selected551
is 1 millisecond. The total run time is 10 seconds and the model generates 10,000 data points. Given that552
the focus of this study is to assess the behavior of the hybrid power plant for a 10 hour period, the available553
results should be correlated to represent this time interval. It is therefore assumed that 16 operating points554
correspond to one minute of operation. The vast amount of generated data samples ensure that the nonlinear555
behavior of the gas turbine engine is well captured during this analysis.556
The hybrid gas/wind power plant model, seen in Fig. 32, consists of a gas turbine and a wind farm of557
14 wind turbines. The simulated wind speed varies with respect to time and it ranges from 6 m/s to 15558
m/s, as seen in Fig. 33a. The chosen profile of wind speed is intentionally designed in such a way so that in559
the beginning of simulation the gas turbine operates close to its design point, where model initialization has560
been performed. Once the wind speed starts to ramp up, at 2 and 5 hour marks, the engine will be forced561
to decelerate as fast as possible and follow on the wind turbines.562
The primary aim of this study is to assess the dynamic response of the gas turbine while collaborating563
with the wind farm to satisfy the demanded power. For this purpose the gas turbine has to operate under564
transient conditions since the wind speed and the power demand vary with respect to time simultaneously,565
as shown in Figs. 33a and 33b, respectively. The power demanded from the hybrid power plant ranges from566
28 MW up to 37 MW. At the same time the variation of wind speed, alters the performance of the wind567
farm in terms of its capacity, and the combined effect of the above two key variable parameters is illustrated568
in Fig. 33b.569
The controller discussed in Case Study 3 is utilized here in combination with the algebraic constraint570
optimizer. The role of the algebraic constraint is to translate the difference between power output and571
demanded power, into a signal of shaft rotational speed which governs the PI controller architecture. The572
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Figure 32: Schematic layout of the hybrid gas/wind power plant in Simulink.
properties of the PI controller are the same as in Case Study 3 while the simulation time for this Case Study573
is 10 seconds.574
Figure 33c shows the remarkable variation in the power output from the wind turbines and the gas575
turbine as a percentage of the power demand. It is noted from Fig. 33c, that the wind farm has the576
capacity to contribute up to 70 % of the power demanded from the hybrid power plant while the maximum577
contribution from the gas turbine reaches 75%. Under these dynamic conditions, the performance behavior578
of the gas turbine is represented by the variation of shaft rotational speed N and exhaust gas temperature579
T5, as seen in Figs. 34 and 35, respectively.580
It is evident from Fig. 34 that the fluctuation of gas turbine’s shaft rotational speed depends on wind581
speed which in turn governs the performance of wind turbines. A similar pattern is exhibited by the exhaust582
gas temperature of the gas turbine, as noted from Fig. 35, where the gas turbine operates under fast583
transient conditions to fill the energy gap imposed by the wind turbines power output.584
3.7. Case Study 7: Hybrid Power Plant Comparison with a Twin Gas Turbine Plant585
The objective of this Case Study is to compare the performance of the hybrid gas/wind power plant with586
a plant that consists of two gas turbines. For facilitating their comparison, the hybrid gas/wind power plant587
is referred as Plant A and the twin gas turbine plant as Plant B. The gas turbines of Plant B are identical588
to the gas turbine of Plant A. The power demanded from each plant is identical and within a time frame589
that corresponds to 10 hours of operation the performance of each plant is evaluated and NOx emissions590
and fuel consumption are also assessed. The power demanded from each plant can be seen in Fig. 36.591
It should be noted that the demanded power signal has been designed in such a way so that there are592
two occasions during which the power drops significantly and peaks up again. This is done intentionally, as593
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(a) Variation of wind speed with respect to time.
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(b) Time response of the gas turbine and the wind tur-
bines to meet the fluctuating demand.
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(c) The variation of the power output from the gas and wind turbines expressed
as a percentage to total power demand with respect to time.
Figure 33: Time responses of the hybrid power plant components with respect to time.
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Figure 34: The variation of the gas turbine shaft rotational speed with respect to time.
we want to evaluate the shut down capability of the gas turbine used in Plant A. Generally, the capacity of594
the wind turbines is insufficient to satisfy the demanded power so the gas turbine has to support the wind595
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Figure 35: The variation of the gas turbine exhaust temperature with respect to time.
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Figure 36: Representation of power demanded from Plants A and B with respect to time.
farm by fulfilling the energy demand as fast as possible.596
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Figure 37: The variation of the power output from the gas and wind turbines of Plant A expressed with respect to time.
As it can be seen from Fig. 37, the gas turbine of Plant A operates close to its design point. After 1597
hour of operation, the power required from the engine decreases slowly with respect to time and forces the598
engine to shut down and remain inactive for 30 minutes. It then starts up again and in approximately 25599
minutes reaches a power setting close to its design point for the next 3 hours. At the 6 hour mark, the600
power output reduces faster as it takes approximately 10 minutes to shut down the engine.601
Generally, modern gas turbine engines are capable of shutting down in less than 10 minutes [58]. On602
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the other hand, a hot start up (i.e. less than 8 h standstill) process may take less than 0.1 hours (i.e. 6603
minutes) with a ramp rate up to 15% of nominal load per minute [59]. The acceleration and deceleration604
performance of a gas turbine in start up and shut down modes, respectively depends on the shaft inertia.605
In addition, the fastest the start up [60] and shut downs are, the greater the economic benefit and the life606
cycle reduction are going to be. Therefore start up and shut down processes should be optimized by taking607
into consideration several operational constraints. The gas turbine of the hybrid plant in this Case Study is608
exhibiting fast response behavior which is beneficial for the wind turbines.609
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Figure 38: The variation of the power output from the gas turbines of Plant B expressed with respect to time.
Plant’s A gas turbine will be inactive for almost 1 hour until it ramps up again and operate in a power610
setting close to its maximum, for the remaining 2 hours of operation. Meanwhile, the wind turbines remain611
operational during the entire 10 hours. Given that the power demanded from the plant has two occasions612
with significant load fluctuations, both of them have to be accommodated by the flexibility of the gas turbine613
since the wind farm’s power capacity has a priority in the grid for this hybrid power plant.614
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Figure 39: The variation of NOx emissions for Plants A and B with respect to time.
For Plant B, both gas turbines have an identical load distribution and satisfy the fluctuating power615
demand effectively. In comparison to the gas turbine of Plant A, both gas turbines of Plant B operate616
at part load conditions and not at a power setting close to their design point. The power setting has a617
significant impact in the NOx emissions of gas turbines, as observed from Eq. (5), since the higher the618
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pressure ratio, the higher the TET and therefore the higher the emissions are going to be.619
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Figure 40: The variation of NOx emissions percentage reduction of Plant A in comparison to Plant B with respect to time.
The NOx emissions of both plants can be seen from Fig. 39. It is clear from Fig. 39, that the total NOx620
emissions from both gas turbines of Plant B are significantly higher than the emissions of Plant A. However,621
if the gas turbines of Plant B were operating close to their design point conditions, and not at part load,622
the total emissions of Plant B would be higher. Nevertheless, the percentage of NOx emissions reduction623
that can be achieved with Plant A in comparison to Plant B is significant, as it can be seen from Fig. 40.624
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Figure 41: The accumulated variation of fuel percentage reduction of Plant A in comparison to Plant B with respect to time.
Specifically, the NOx emissions of Plant A are initially 43% less than that of Plant B and increase to625
100% when the gas turbine of Plant A shuts down. Between the two shut downs Plant’s A NOx emissions626
reduction varies from 40% to 50%. As far as the fuel consumption is concerned, Plant A demonstrates a627
potential to reduce the fuel consumption, in comparison to Plant B, by 48% as it can be seen from Fig.628
41. Note that the fuel reduction represented in Fig. 41 refers to the accumulated fuel flow. This means629
that initially Plant A is consuming 41% less fuel than Plant B and after the entire 10 hour operation630
the total amount of fuel saved accounts to 48%. The transient gas turbine model provides the means for631
simulating harder operation profiles than the engine might normally experience in service in order to search632
for any potential operational issues. This Case Study highlights the importance of observations that arise633
from dynamic performance simulation of gas turbines, as these allow us to gain useful insights about their634
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behavior and optimize their operation according to their environmental impact and flexibility when working635
in partnership with renewables.636
Finally, it should also be noted that if the portion of the renewables in a hybrid power plant is more637
than 70% with the wind speed conditions varying significantly with respect to time, then only one gas638
turbine might not suffice to fill the exhibited energy gap. A more flexible and environmentally friendlier639
configuration will be to operate two smaller gas turbine engines at part load settings instead of one larger640
gas turbine at base load. In such a case a pair of smaller gas turbines will be capable of accelerating and641
decelerating faster for meeting the fluctuating power demand while reducing their NOx emissions. Fast642
transient maneuvers of the gas turbine are critical for maintaining the stability of the electricity grid from643
a hybrid gas/wind power plant. Additional promising technologies for wind speed forecasting might enable644
smoother transient gas turbine operation in a hybrid gas/wind power plant.645
As far as practical issues are concerned the developed model can be further improved by a number of646
useful additions such as variable pitch control of the wind turbine [61, 54, 53], wind forecasting models647
[62], and adaptive model-tuning. Another important aspect of this developed model is the fact that it648
enables users to simulate numerous scenarios and can potentially feed its simulated measurements into a649
multi-objective optimization process for improving the performance of gas turbine. In addition, the model650
can accommodate degradation case studies [18] at component and system level for improving the prediction651
accuracy and the computational efficiency of diagnostic and prognostics algorithms.652
4. Conclusions653
In this paper, a dynamic gas turbine engine performance model is developed that aims to represent654
accurately the nonlinear behavior of flexible industrial gas turbines.655
The gas turbine engine model is developed in MATLAB/Simulink environment. The engine model656
combines the iterative constant mass flow approach in steady state conditions for feeding several initial657
state parameters to the dynamic model, which implements the inter-component volume method.658
By comparing the simulated measurements of a two-shaft industrial gas turbine engine model with data659
available from PROOSIS simulation package we observed the following:660
• The developed engine model provides a fast and accurate performance assessment of a two-shaft661
industrial gas turbine.662
• The observations of the engine model behavior corresponding to fast transients enabled the develop-663
ment of a controller for achieving smooth acceleration and deceleration.664
• The maximum prediction errors between the Simulink model parameters and the PROOSIS ones is665
approximately 2%.666
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• The Simulink model converges almost 200 times faster than PROOSIS model, where for a 5 seconds667
transient maneuver with a time step of 1 millisecond its computation time is 0.24 seconds.668
The dynamic response of the developed engine model has been also assessed for a hybrid gas/wind power669
plant consisting of 14 wind turbines. The outcome of this modeling scenario highlighted the fast transient670
maneuvers that the gas turbine experiences as the result of variable wind speeds and fluctuating power671
demand. Moreover, the hybrid power plant behavior emphasized the need for transient simulation studies672
since several operation challenges have to be addressed in order to optimize the energy dispatch as efficiently673
and flexibly as possible. Finally, the performance comparison of the hybrid power plant to a twin gas turbine674
plant for a 10 hour operating scenario demonstrated that the NOx emissions reduction varies from 40% to675
100% depending on the power setting of the gas turbine.676
The engine model is characterized by its modularity, robustness and fast computational time which677
is crucial for assessing the dynamic performance behavior of a gas turbine engine for numerous transient678
operating scenarios. In addition, it has the capability of facilitating the design of engine controllers and the679
development of optimization modules for hybrid power plants. The modular architecture of the developed680
model is beneficial for developing and testing controllers, emissions prediction tools and for establishing a681
benchmark for model-based diagnosis and prognosis solutions. The developed dynamic engine model has682
the potential to enable the gas turbine users to optimize the operation of gas turbines in order to increase683
their availability and reduce their life cycle costs.684
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